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Abstract—Following the urgency of climate change issues,
investments in renewable energy sources and electrification of the
transportation sector have enormously increased to facilitate the
transition to a more sustainable future. However, as renewable
resources like wind parks are replacing conventional power
plants, new balancing solutions are required to strengthen grid
stability. As responsive loads with quick dynamics, electrolysers
operating in HRSs can present flexible balancing services to the
power grid. To gain this benefit, this work examines the techno-
economic features of providing different frequency grid services
by an HRS, considering the possibility of hydrogen injection
into the industrial and natural gas pipelines. The ratings of the
subcomponents and dispatch plans are optimised to enhance
the performance of the plant. A probabilistic mixed-integer
linear programming problem is solved over one year with a
time resolution of one hour and using real-world historical data
based on the European electricity market. The simulation results
indicate that the economic profits can be increased significantly
as a result of participating in the ancillary service markets and
meeting its operation specifications while the stable performance
of the HRS is guaranteed.

Index Terms—Ancillary service markets, electrolysis, flexibility,
frequency control, hydrogen economy.

NOMENCLATURE

Indices
c Index of compressors.
h Index of time slots.
s Index of scenarios.
t Index of storage tanks.
u Index of subcomponents.

Parameters
CI , CG Injection constraints of industrial and natural

gas pipelines (kg).
Hb

h,s, H
a
h,s H2 demand of buses & cars (kg).
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Hi
h,s, H

g
h,s H2 injection to industrial & gas pipelines (kg).

ICu
pu Per unit investment cost of subcomponent u.

IDh , IUh , JU
h Communicated signals by the TSO for aFRR-

Down, aFRR-Up and mFRR-Up, respectively.
OCu

pu Per unit operation cost of subcomponent u.
RCu

pu Per unit replacement cost of subcomponent u.
Rs Contracted capacity for selected ancillary ser-

vice in each case (MW).
αh,s Price of contracted capacity for selected ancil-

lary service in each case (e/MW/h).
βh,s Price of activated energy for selected ancillary

service in each case (e/MWh).
γs Probability of scenario s.
ηCc

Compression efficiency of compressor c.
ηS1 , ηS2 Storing efficiency of storage 1 & 2.
κD1 , κD2 Energy efficiency of dispensers (MWh/kg).
κCc

Energy efficiency of compressor c (MWh/kg).
κE Energy efficiency of electrolyser (MWh/kg).
ρeh Electricity price (e/MWh).
ρb, ρa H2 selling price to buses & cars (e/kg).
ρi, ρg H2 price for industry & gas sectors (e/kg).
∆fh Difference between the frequency signal and

the optimal target (Hz).
∆Ph,s Activated energy for selected ancillary service

in each case (MWh).

Variables
Cc,h,s Compressed H2 by compressor c (kg).
CCs

Size of compressor c (kg).
CE

s Size of electrolyser (MW).
Cu

s Size of subcomponent u (kg).
Ct Size of storage t (kg).
HCc

h,s Produced H2 that goes to compressor c (kg).
Hp

h,s Produced H2 (kg).
P 0
h,s, Ph,s Electrolyser baseline and modified electricity

consumption (MW).
St,h,s State of charge of storage t (kg).
∆Ph,s Power difference between the modified and

baseline electrolyser consumption (MW).

I. INTRODUCTION

AS a connection between electricity and commodity mar-
kets, the Power-to-Hydrogen (P2H) concept has a great

potential to convert sustainable electricity into sustainable hy-
drogen for different applications such as mobility and industry.
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In such a concept, electrolysis is the most well-known method
for hydrogen production, where electricity is used to split
water into hydrogen and oxygen [1]. The produced hydrogen
can be deposited in tanks for later use and facilitates the
flexible operation of different sectors [2]. Plenty of public-
ations have already reviewed P2H projects and their techno-
economic performance [3], [4]. Some of the lately announced
projects suggest hydrogen injection into the natural gas grid or
the use of green hydrogen in industries [5]. Hydrogen usage
in transportation is also growing, yet Hydrogen Refueling
Stations (HRSs) account for a low percentage of filling stations
as their economic profitability is still not sufficiently clear. The
present selling cost of hydrogen has been reported around e7-
10 [6], [7]. To make fuel cells competitive with batteries as
a power source for electric vehicles by 2030, the selling cost
of hydrogen should go below e4-5. Hence, different feasible
routes should be investigated to reduce the present high selling
prices. Refs. [8]–[10] have investigated scheduling models to
decrease hydrogen generation costs in HRSs connected to
wind parks and small-scale wind turbines.

Apart from selling hydrogen to vehicles, the HRS oper-
ators could look for a promising source of extra revenue
by providing flexibility to the power system, where growing
penetration of intermittent renewable sources has raised the
challenge of frequency deviations [11]. In response, grid
operators have to let new frequency service providers support
the grid stability [12]. A great deal of research has been
performed on the provision of frequency grid services by
various technologies. Ref. [13] has introduced a control design
for the provision of Frequency Ancillary Services (FAS),
where the ramping capacity of photovoltaic systems has been
employed to enhance system security. In [14], a secondary
frequency reserve provision method was offered for a system
comprising of a wind turbine and a photovoltaic array. The
authors have reviewed the strategies for the charging of electric
vehicles participating in FAS markets [15], [16]. Ref. [17] has
analysed the possibility of improving frequency stability by
a supercapacitor in an energy system with a high share of
renewables. An economic model has been presented in [18]
to study the profitability of the provision of frequency services
by batteries.

Power-to-Gas (P2G) and HRSs have also been considered
as a source of flexibility in some papers. A control system has
been realised in [19], [20] to optimise hydrogen production
and ensure the stable operation of the electricity grid using
electrolysers. An optimisation technique has been presented
in [21] to design the integration patterns of Hydrogen-Power
systems and to guide the planning of HRSs. A scheduling
scheme has been introduced in [22] to increase the flexibility
of energy systems, where the excess wind power is converted
into natural gas, i.e. P2G. Ref. [23] has investigated the
operation of a chlor-alkali process considering a short-term
price forecast for the delivery of Frequency Containment
Reserve (FCR). The economic viability of the FCR provision
using a 25 MW electrolyser has been studied in [24]. Ref.
[25] has looked at the technical ability of electrolysers in
providing grid services. Yet, the economic aspects have not
been elaborated. The operation of HRSs has been examined

in [1] and [26], considering the FCR provision. However, the
provision of automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve (aFRR)
and manual Frequency Restoration Reserve (mFRR) has not
been studied.

Refs. [27], [28] have introduced scheduling models for the
operation of hydrogen storages and fuel cells with predefined
sizes to serve both the transport sector and the regulation
market. It should be pointed out that hydrogen production
by electrolysis and using a fuel cell to reconvert the stored
hydrogen into electricity might not be economically feasible
for grid-connected systems. This is due to the relatively less
efficient process (30-50%) of double energy conversion [29].
Provision of the secondary reserve with regulation steps of
1 MW has been analysed for a 5 MW electrolyser in [30].
However, it was assumed that the electrolyser was not used
for other goals and remained shut-off when no service signals
were issued.

While electrolysers have a great potential in providing
regulation services owing to their quick load flexibility in the
order of a few seconds [31], providing FAS with electrolysers
might face financial risks due to the higher investment that
might be needed. Hence, new approaches should consider
sizing aspects of the HRSs to reduce the investment costs.
The optimal ratings of the hydrogen production and storage
units in HRSs for different fleet sizes of vehicles have been
determined in [32]. Ref. [33] has introduced a sizing method
for various components to maximise the net profit of hydrogen
fueling stations.

A. Gap and Contribution
While the operation of HRSs has been examined in the

literature, an applicable approach for the optimal planning
and scheduling of multiple subcomponents considering the
provision of FCR, aFRR, and mFRR services has not been
adequately examined. Most of the recent studies have used
predefined sizes for subcomponents or estimated the sizes
according to the hydrogen demand. Then they looked at
additional revenue stemmed from the provision of grid services
considering an average price for the service throughout the
year. However, the average values do not reflect the weekly,
daily, nor hourly variation of remuneration prices of FAS. As
a result, the hourly scheduling of the electrolyser and other
subcomponents and, consequently, total costs and revenues
would be calculated based on an unrealistic average price. To
employ and compare the potential of the plant in providing
different FAS, their impact on both the operation and design
of the HRS has to be included in the optimisation model. In
particular and without loss of generality, this article presents
the following contributions:

1) A new optimisation model for the performance of an
HRS considering the energy supply to hydrogen-powered
vehicles, providing hydrogen as a feedstock for industry
and hydrogen injection into the gas grid.

2) Detailed operation mechanisms and optimisation con-
straints of FCR, aFRR, and mFRR are presented to
compare all FAS from the techno-economic viewpoint.
The model exploits the electrolyser potential to serve the
grid considering real signals issued by the grid operator.
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3) Further, the offered model evaluates the revenues versus
investments and running expenses using real-world data.
The economic feasibility of the investment in such a plant
is further improved via optimal sizing of subcomponents
acknowledging the effect of providing various grid ser-
vices on the system rating.

4) The uncertainty of the hydrogen demand and the price of
grid services are embedded into the optimisation model to
reflect the effect of uncertain parameters on the system
operation. Based on this concept, the HRS might have
different response behaviour according to the regulation
signals, the price of grid services, the electricity price and
the hydrogen demand.

B. Paper Organisation

This paper is arranged as follows: The test system and the
proposed model are introduced in Section II. Numerical studies
are represented in Section III. Finally, Section IV summarises
the main conclusions.

II. TEST SYSTEM AND MODEL

The test system, illustrated in Fig. 1, is assumed to be
located in the port of Zeebrugge in Flanders, Belgium. This
area was picked because of the increasing wind capacity in
the North Sea and the high number of industrial sites currently
running in the region. An AC–DC converter, connected to the
power grid, provides the electrolyser with electricity required
for hydrogen production. The generated hydrogen, after the
compression stages, is stored in medium pressure (450 bar)
and high pressure (900 bar) storage tanks to satisfy the hydro-
gen demand from the mobility sector. Heavy-duty vehicles like

Figure 1. The studied HRS test system.

buses refuel at 350 bar, while passenger cars are filled at 700
bar. An industrial pipeline network, which connects Zeebrugge
with the port of Antwerp, facilitates hydrogen transport across
industrial clusters [34]. Hence, the extra produced hydrogen
could be injected into this industry or the natural gas network
via separate pipelines. The test system is a hybrid energy
hotspot in which all the above-mentioned subcomponents are
in close proximity.

While employing the entire potential of the plant for
multiple applications can improve economic efficiency by
accumulating revenue from various sources, new models have
to be developed to optimise the planning and scheduling of the
plant. However, this is a challenging task because of different
factors: (i) While asymmetric frequency regulation is possible
for aFRR and mFRR, the Transmission System Operator
(TSO) expects symmetric FCR capacities. The electrolyser
flexibility is also restricted by its technical capabilities and
the hydrogen demand. Hence, coordination between the terms
of providing grid services and meeting the hydrogen demand
is a vital factor. (ii) As the HRS will receive remuneration to
follow the TSO signals, a trade-off should be made between
the regulation performance and the obtained revenues. (iii)
The remuneration price of FAS and hydrogen demand from
the mobility sector are among the uncertain parameters, which
raise the complexity of the optimal scheduling. (iv) The model
should define to which extent the HRS has to be redesigned
to make the plant available for grid services while at the
same time satisfying the hydrogen demand. So, how to size
different subcomponents in the HRS remains to be answered.
The model should also give a clear response on what the
consequences of the possible redesign for the investment and
operation costs of the plant are and to which extent the
revenues from grid services will compensate these extra costs.

An optimisation model is developed to tackle the above-
mentioned challenges and determine the optimal operation of
the electrolyser. Considering detailed models of FCR, aFRR,
and mFRR services, the electrolyser operator follows TSO
signals while maximizing the economic operation of the plant
to deal with challenges (i) and (ii). To take into account the
stochastic behaviour of the considered uncertain parameters
and solve challenge (iii), a normal distribution was used to
generate 10 scenarios for each source of uncertainty. Then, 100
scenarios are produced by scenario combination. The optimal
sizing of the plant solves challenge (iv) to find a balance
between the availability of the system for grid balancing and
the required size of subcomponents for a continued supply of
the consumers.

A. Objective Function

The proposed method in this paper is meant to determine
the maximum economic potential when optimally operating
the system. Thus, the model attempts to maximise the annual
profits (AP) by optimal sizing of subcomponents and flexible
electrolyser operation considering the frequency regulation
signals. The annual profits are measured as the difference
between annual revenues and costs in (1), where s is the
index for scenarios, h is the index for time steps and u is
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the index for different subcomponents. Based on the hydrogen
sales to multiple sectors and revenues from the provision of
grid services, annual revenues are calculated in the first line.
Revenues from the mobility sector (terms 1 and 2) depend
on the hydrogen prices (ρb and ρa) and hydrogen demands
(Hb

h,s and Ha
h,s) for buses and passenger cars, respectively.

Additional possible revenues come from injecting hydrogen
(Hg

h,s and Hi
h,s) at the prices ρg and ρi into the natural gas

network and industry (terms 3 and 4). While the remuneration
of FCR covers only the remuneration for the reserved capacity,
the compensations of aFRR and mFRR include the reservation
payments, complemented with a payment for the activated
energy (terms 5 and 6). The payment for the balancing capacity
is the product of the remuneration price αh,s times the amount
of contracted capacity Rh,s. The remuneration for the activated
energy is the product of the absolute value of the activated
energy |∆Ph,s| multiplied by the service activation price βh,s.

The cost of electricity bought from the grid is obtained
in the second line as the product of the electricity price ρeh
times hourly electricity consumption of the electrolyser Ph,s,
compressors and dispensers. The electricity consumption of
compressor c is calculated by multiplying the compressed hy-
drogen in the compressor Cc,h,s and the energy consumption
per kg compressed hydrogen κCc

. The electricity consumption
of dispensers is determined in the same way, where κD1

and
κD2

are the energy efficiency of the dispensers. Annual costs
for investment, replacement and operational expenditures of
subcomponents are added to the function (third line), where
Cu

s is the size of the subcomponent u, while ICu
pu, RCu

pu, and
OCu

pu are the per-unit investment, replacement and operation
costs of subcomponent u, respectively. An extra 10% of
the investment and replacement costs of subcomponents are
assumed as the additional costs of installation, planning and
preparation. The annual investment and operation costs for
each subcomponent are calculated using the capital recovery
factor [35].

While providing FAS needs short-term consideration, hy-
drogen production and storage can be optimised over a longer
period. Thus, the management of these requirements is im-
portant in the optimisation model. On the one hand, the
electrolyser responds to the issued FAS signals on an hourly
basis considering constraints linked to the ancillary services.
On the other hand, the produced hydrogen will be stored
in hydrogen tanks for use in longer time frames considering
hydrogen flow constraints.

B. Constraints Linked to the Ancillary Services

The technical aspects of FAS have to be considered in the
model in addition to the economic parts, which have been
taken into account in (1). Considering the requirement that
units able to provide a minimum capacity of 1 MW are
allowed to participate in the capacity market, (2a)-(5b) cover
the specifications of FAS, including FCR, aFRR and mFRR.

FCR is implemented symmetrically according to the meas-
ured frequency signals. To allow the symmetric support, the
power bounds must guarantee that the full contracted capacity
can be activated in both directions (see (2a)). In other words,
the loads participating in the FCR market with a contracted
capacity of Rs have to be flexible to modify their baseline
power P 0

h,s over the (P 0
h,s−Rs) to (P 0

h,s+Rs) range [36]. An
FCR provider has to activate the reserved capacity in less than
30 seconds. Thus, to meet the fast dynamics requirement of
FCR, the electrolyser should not be turned off. Eq. (2a) implies
that the electrolyser is always running between 5 and 100%
of its nominal power. The power to be delivered according
to the changes in grid frequency is shown in (2b) [36]. The
electrolyser delivers the reserved capacity Rs proportionally
to the change in frequency, where at a deviation of 200 mHz,
the total reserved capacity is released.

0.05 · CE
s +Rs ≤ P 0

h,s ≤ CE
s −Rs (2a)

∆Ph,s =

0, |∆fh| ≤ 0.01 Hz

(∆fh − 0.01) · Rs
0.2

, 0.01 Hz < |∆fh | ≤ 0.2 Hz

Rs, |∆fh| > 0.2 Hz
(2b)

where CE
s is the electrolyser optimal capacity, and ∆fh is the

difference between the frequency signal and the optimal target
of 50 Hz in scenario s. ∆Ph,s is the power difference between
the modified electrolyser consumption Ph,s, and the baseline
electricity demand P 0

h,s before the TSO signals are issued in
different frequency ancillary services.

∆Ph,s = Ph,s − P 0
h,s (3)

After FCR, the TSO asks providers to activate aFRR in less
than 7.5 minutes by communicating control signals, separated
into downward (aFRR-Down) and upward (aFRR-Up) values
[37]. For aFRR-Up, the TSO asks the load to decrease the net
off-take, while for aFRR-Down the service provider manages
the consumption by increasing the net off-take (see (4b)). The
instant values of the control signals communicated by the TSO

AP =

100∑
s=1

γs ·
8784∑
h=1

[
Hb

h,s · ρb +Ha
h,s · ρa +Hi

h,s · ρi +Hg
h,s · ρg +Rs · αh,s + |∆Ph,s| · βh,s

]

−

100∑
s=1

γs ·

8784∑
h=1

[
Ph,s +Hb

h,s · κD1
+Ha

h,s · κD2
+

4∑
c=1

Cc,h,s · κCc

]
· ρeh

−
9∑

u=1

[
1.1 · Cu

s · (ICu
pu +RCu

pu) + Cu
s ·OCu

pu

]
(1)
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for aFRR-Down IDh and aFRR-Up IUh are values between 0
to +1 and -1 to 0, respectively.

P 0
h,s :

{
0 ≤ P 0

h,s ≤ CE
s −Rs, aFRR−Down

Rs ≤ P 0
h,s ≤ CE

s , aFRR−Up
(4a)

∆Ph,s =

{
Rs · IDh , aFRR−Down

Rs · IUh , aFRR−Up
(4b)

In the case of a large imbalance between generation and
consumption that cannot be recovered by activating the FCR
and aFRR products, the TSO initiates the mFRR service which
should be activated in less than 15 minutes. For loads like
electrolysers, mFRR is only allowed as an upward service,
which means the TSO signals JU

h are amounts between -1 to
0. The optimisation constraint in (5b) assures that the system
can act as per the TSO signal.

Rs ≤ P 0
h,s ≤ CE

s (5a)

∆Ph,s = Rs · JU
h (5b)

The baseline power P 0
h,s is a vital aspect for delivering

aFRR and mFRR services. The baseline constraints (see (4a)
and (5a)) guarantee that if the electrolyser works at peak-loads
(e.g., because electricity prices are low) and it is demanded
to increase the power consumption (down services), enough
capacity has been reserved beforehand. The same would
happen if the TSO asks the service provider to decrease its
power consumption (up services) and the unit is in low-load
conditions. Once the signal is issued by the market operator,
the electrolyser is scheduled accordingly to modify the intake
power compared to the baseline consumption. Moreover, based
on the baseline, the delivered aFRR and mFRR energy ∆Ph,s

are calculated [38].
The TSO signal delay might impact the technical aspects of

the provision of ancillary services in an optimisation problem
with a short time frame. However, instead of the transient
state of electrolyser response and delay in TSO signals, this
study looks at a larger time frame for the hourly operation of
the system with an annual optimisation horizon. Thus, it is
assumed that delay associated with the TSO signal does not
impact the outcome of this study.

C. Hydrogen Flow Constraints

The objective function is subjected to the balance of hydro-
gen flow in the HRS. Eq. (6) distributes the hydrogen produced
by the electrolyser between compressors. The produced hydro-
gen Hp

h,s is computed as the product of the electrolyser energy
efficiency κE times the electrolyser power consumption. The
HCc

h,s is the share of hydrogen that goes to the cth compressor.

Hp
h,s = κE · Ph,s =

4∑
c=1
c̸=2

HCc

h,s (6)

Eq. (7) determines the volume of compressed hydrogen by
compressor c, where ηCc

is its efficiency.

Cc,h,s = HCc

h,s · ηCc
, ∀c ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (7)

The amount of injected hydrogen into the industrial pipeline
Hi

h,s is given by (8), while (9) calculates the amount of
hydrogen injected into the natural gas grid Hg

h,s.

Hi
h,s = HC3

h,s · ηC3
(8)

Hg
h,s = HC4

h,s · ηC4 (9)

Eq. (10) limits the amount of injected hydrogen into the
industry and natural gas grid to make sure that pipeline
constraints are not surpassed. CI and CG are equal to 500 and
1000 kg, respectively. There is no demand constraint here, and
hydrogen will be injected into the natural gas grid and into the
industrial hydrogen pipeline when it is profitable.

Hi
h,s ≤ CI , Hg

h,s ≤ CG (10)

The objective function is also subjected to the balance of
hydrogen in the storage tanks. Supposing a leakage of 5%
for the storage units and having ηS1 as the storage efficiency,
(11) implies that the available hydrogen in the first storage
at any given hour is equal to the remaining hydrogen from
the previous time-slot 0.95 · S1,h−1,s plus the inflow of the
compressed hydrogen by the first compressor C1,h,s. The
hydrogen that goes to the first dispenser Hb

h,s and the share
of hydrogen that goes to the high-pressure compressor HC2

h,s

are subtracted.

S1,h,s = 0.95 · S1,h−1,s + C1,h,s · ηS1 −Hb
h,s −HC2

h,s (11)

Same as for the first storage, (12) implies that the available
hydrogen in the second tank at any given time is equal to
the remaining hydrogen from the previous hour 0.95 ·S2,h−1,s

plus the inflow of the compressed hydrogen by the second
compressor C2,h,s, while the hydrogen that goes to the second
dispenser Ha

h,s is subtracted.

S2,h,s = 0.95 · S2,h−1,s + C2,h,s · ηS2 −Ha
h,s (12)

Eqs. (13)-(15) ensure that the optimal volume of hydrogen
is produced and then stored such that the hydrogen demand
of vehicles is satisfied in each scenario and in the whole
optimisation period.

8784∑
h=1

Hp
h,s −

(
Hi

h,s

ηC3

+
Hg

h,s

ηC4

+

Ha
h,s

ηC2
·ηS2

+Hb
h,s

ηC1 · ηS1

)
≥ 0 (13)

8784∑
h=1

S1,h,s −Hb
h,s −

Ha
h,s

ηC2
· ηS2

≥ 0 (14)

8784∑
h=1

S2,h,s −Ha
h,s ≥ 0 (15)

Eq. (16) is proposed to limit the amount of compressed and
stored hydrogen at each hour and scenario considering the
decision variables CCc as the optimal capacity of compressor
c and CSt as the optimal capacity of the storage t.{

Cc,h,s ≤ CCc , ∀c ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
St,h,s ≤ CSt , ∀t ∈ {1, 2}

(16)
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A balance between the full availability of the system for grid
balancing, the size of the hydrogen tanks and the amount of
reserved hydrogen has to be found to enable the continued
supply of consumers. Thus, to guarantee that the demand
is always met if the maximum consumption happens at any
time or an unplanned outage occurs, (17) ensures that there is
always a reserved amount of hydrogen equal to the maximum
hourly consumption.{

maxHb
h,s ≤ S1,h,s

maxHa
h,s ≤ S2,h,s

(17)

III. NUMERICAL ASSESSMENT

The efficiency of the introduced model is examined by using
the real energy market data [39]. The potential of providing
FAS is assessed based on the given capacity and energy
payments during the year 2020 [40]. The most important
modelling parameters are listed in Table I. Two types of
efficiency parameters have been used for compressors: energy
efficiency κC and hydrogen flow efficiency ηC . The specific
energy consumption of the system (including utilities and rec-
tification) is given by Cummins, a developer and manufacturer
of hydrogen generation and fuel cell products. The annual
investment costs are computed assuming the project lifetime
of 20 years, a discount rate of 5%, an expected inflation rate of
2%, and the operation and maintenance costs of 1% for storage
tanks and 5% for other subcomponents concerning the initial
investment.

Knowledge of hydrogen demand is also essential to support
the development and performance of a hydrogen station. This
article assumes that existing data from gasoline fills can be
adopted to build a hydrogen demand profile for mobility. The
normalised time series of the demand was obtained from a fuel
station and modified by using the model in [41] considering
the supply capacity of an HRS in Belgium. The consumption
changes within hours and days create repetitive patterns of one
week (see Fig. 2) for hydrogen demand over one year. The
hydrogen selling prices of 7.6 e/kg for cars and 7.2 e/kg for
buses are used for the numerical investigations [42]. According
to [42], an average hydrogen selling price of 2 e/kg could be
assumed for the industry, while the prices for direct injection
into the gas grid are calculated based on the hydrogen caloric
value and data provided in [43].

Table I
TEST SYSTEM MODELLING PARAMETERS

CAPEX Energy efficiency H2 flow efficiency
[kWh/kg]

E 0.77 Me/MW κE = 54.4 -
C1 1525 [e/Nm3/h] κC1 = 2.0 ηC1 = 0.90

C2 538 [e/Nm3/h] κC2
= 2.7 ηC2

= 0.90

C3,4 333 [e/Nm3/h] κC3,4 = 2.0 ηC3,4 = 0.90

S1 1400 e/kg - ηS1 = 0.99

S2 1900 e/kg - ηS2
= 0.99

D1 116,689 e κD1
= 6.0 -

D2 162,570 e κD2 = 6.0 -
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Figure 2. a) Hourly H2 demand, b) Number of refilled vehicles.

Proper sizing and operation schedules of an HRS are
expected to be considerably influenced by the grid services
constrained by (2a)-(5b). Hence, the operation of the intro-
duced system is optimised based on a Probabilistic Mixed
Integer Linear Programming (PMILP) model for different
cases as follows: Case 1 examines the operation without the
provision of frequency grid services, while Cases 2-5 study the
system performance under the provision of respectively FCR,
aFRR-Down, aFRR-Up and mFRR-Up. CPLEX, as a high-
performance solver is used to solve the proposed programming
model. Conducting each set of simulations took 8 minutes on
a 2.11 GHz Windows-based system with 16 GB of RAM.
From some initial simulations, it was seen that the optimal
capacity for FCR, aFRR, and mFRR contracts, at maximum,
are 2, 50, and 50 MW, respectively. However, because of the
limited space for electrolysers to participate in FAS markets
and to compare the effect of different services on the system
operation, the capacity of 2 MW is considered as the maximum
limit for reserved capacity in all grid services.

A. Sizing

The ratings of the electrolyser, compressors and storage
tanks are optimised according to filling demands, the FAS
market condition and considering the possible injection of
the extra produced hydrogen into the industry and the natural
gas system. The obtained ratings for subcomponents in five
cases are shown in Table II. Ratings are scaled to kg to be
analogous to each other. The size of the electrolyser could be
increased with fixed steps of 0.5 MW, while 5 kg increment
steps are assumed for other subcomponents. The lowest size of
electrolyser, 4.5 MW, is obtained for the situation without the
provision of grid services, where the system has to only meet
the hydrogen demand from the vehicles. However, providing
grid services will add other constraints to the operation of the
plant. As shown in (2a), before receiving any FCR signals, and
considering the maximum reserve of 2 MW, the electrolyser
must work at a baseline power between (2 + 0.05 · CE) MW
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and (CE − 2) MW. At the same time, it must have enough
production around 4.5 MW obtained in the first case to supply
the mobility. As a result, the model finds the size of 6.5 MW
for the electrolyser in Case 2. aFRR-Down is provided asym-
metrically where the system should have a 2 MW reserve to
provide the service by increasing the electricity consumption.
Same as the case of FCR, the electrolyser works at a maximum
of 4.5 MW as the baseline power to provide enough hydrogen
for mobility, and considering 2 MW as the maximum reserved
capacity results in 6.5 MW electrolyser capacity in Case 3.

aFRR-Up and mFRR-Up are also provided asymmetrically,
but the electrolyser must work at a minimum of 2 MW
baseline power to have enough reserve to serve the FAS
market, and then can decrease its power demand according
to the grid signals or increase it according to the hydrogen
demand. Considering a large number of activation and high
amount of activated energy volumes, the electrolyser operator
decreases consumption for a large number of hours. Hence, the
electrolyser should work at higher capacities at some hours to
provide enough hydrogen for the vehicles. Hence, the optimal
size of 5 MW for the electrolyser is obtained in Case 4.

It is even possible to provide aFRR-Up without changing
the size of the electrolyser obtained in Case 1. However, the re-
quirements of modifying electricity consumption for providing
aFRR-Up and meeting hydrogen demand simultaneously do
not ensure optimum profits. This is because in Case 4, the high
number and volumes of aFRR-Up activation will reduce the
electrolyser electricity consumption and hydrogen production
at some hours, even with cheap electricity. In return, the pro-
duction of more hydrogen at hours with expensive electricity
would reduce the total profits. By having a 5 MW electrolyser,
the reduction in electrolyser electricity consumption would
be the same, but the level of hydrogen production at hours
with low electricity prices could increase due to the higher
size of the electrolyser. This facilitates cost minimisation by
producing less hydrogen at hours with expensive electricity.
Thus, a slight increase in the size of the electrolyser would
improve the total profits in Case 4.

However, in the case of mFRR the lower number of activa-
tions and the smaller amount of activated energy volumes let
the electrolyser decrease consumption for a limited number
of hours. This, in turn, makes working at lower power values
compared to aFRR-Up suitable to provide enough hydrogen
for mobility. As a result, the size of the electrolyser is reached
4.5 MW in Case 5. The results prove that participation in
the FAS markets, especially those with downside activation,

Table II
SUBCOMPONENTS SIZES IN DIFFERENT CASES

No FAS FCR aFRRDown aFRRUp mFRRUp

E (MW) 4.5 6.5 6.5 5.0 4.5
C1 (kg) 70 65 65 70 65
S1 (kg) 75 75 75 80 75
C2 (kg) 35 30 30 35 30
S2 (kg) 175 175 175 175 175
C3 (kg) 65 65 75 65 65
C4 (kg) 0 25 0 15 10

requires a larger electrolyser.
The ratings for compressor 1 are more or less the same

in all cases as it works as the first compression stage to
supply heavy-duty vehicles. However, in Cases 2, 3 and 5,
the size of compressor 1 is decreased to reduce the costs.
The same situation will happen for compressor 2, where it
supplies the second storage for the passenger cars. The sizing
of compressors 3 ad 4 implies another story, though. The
excess hydrogen that is not used for the mobility sector, and
is not profitable to be stored, will be injected into the industry
or natural gas pipelines. Larger sizes for compressor 3 implies
higher revenue potential from selling hydrogen to the industry.

The sizing of the storage tanks allows the HRS operator
to store excess produced hydrogen when electricity prices
and/or hydrogen demand are low. In turn, amounts of stored
hydrogen could be extracted when electricity prices and/or
hydrogen demand are high so that the electrolyser operates
at a lower electricity demand. It should be noted that there is
a trade-off between the optimal arbitrage trading, participation
in grid services and storage capacity: larger storage tanks and
electrolyser will increase optimal arbitrage plans but also HRS
costs. Minimum storage capacity limits of 175 and 75 kg
are assumed for supplying cars and buses, respectively. This
assures the continued supply of hydrogen to the customers in
case of an emergency where the electrolyser cannot produce
hydrogen for half a day and, thus, may need to be changed for
other HRSs. The largest size for the first storage is obtained
in Case 4, where, as mentioned before, the electrolyser should
work at higher capacities at some hours to store hydrogen.
The stored amount will be extracted by the dispensers in later
time-steps when hydrogen production will be reduced due to
service provision. However, the size of the second storage is
equal to the minimum limit in all cases. This is because the
model tries to reduce the investment costs, and a size of 75 kg
for the first storage and 175 kg for the second one are enough
to meet the hydrogen flow requirement in most cases.

B. Scheduling

While simulation studies are performed for a year and
the financial parameters are computed on an annual basis,
scheduling curves are depicted for the first two days of the
week, starting from 1 October 2020 in all cases for detailed
studies when looking at the grid services.

When there is no specified hydrogen demand, the electro-
lyser runs at maximum power as long as the equivalent price
of hydrogen is high enough to cover the bought electricity
costs, equipment losses and investment costs. However, for the
suggested model of this paper, in which the hourly hydrogen
demand should be met, the situation is different. Hence, in
addition to the electricity costs, hydrogen demand and the
ratings of storage tanks influence the optimal dispatch of the
electrolyser. In the case of grid services, the remuneration price
and activation signals add to the complexity of the system
performance. All these parameters shape a multi-dimensional
optimisation problem, in which even at some hours with low
electricity price, the electrolyser works at low power levels.
This is due to the low hydrogen demand, the fully-filled
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storage tanks, or lower values for the electricity price at the
next hours where the operator prefers to fill the storage units.

Considering all these points, the electrolyser under differ-
ent working conditions is scheduled to maximise the profits
while meeting the requirement of grid services. The pro-
duced hydrogen, electricity price ρe, demand from vehicles,
injected hydrogen to the industry and stored hydrogen in
Case 1 are represented in Fig. 3(a)-(c). The model schedules
the electrolyser to operate and produce at lower electricity
prices, when possible, to minimise the power purchase cost.
The operational setpoints are also impacted by the hydrogen
demand at different hours. The storages state of charge (SOC)
is represented in Fig. 3(c). Storage tanks are mainly filled at
hours with low electricity prices or low hydrogen demand.
Later, the storage units supply a part of the hydrogen load
when demand surpasses the production. After the storage
tanks, industrial pipeline and the natural gas grid are prioritised
to be supplied with the surplus hydrogen production.

For Cases 2-5, the electrolyser is programmed under differ-
ent FAS schemes to absorb the excess power from the grid
or/and consume less when such an activity is requested. The
optimal electrolyser operation considering cross-commodity
arbitrage trading and FCR provision is investigated in Case 2.
The grid frequency deviation signals, electricity price values,
electrolyser scheduling and hydrogen flow are represented in
Fig. 4(a)-(d). The electrolyser electricity consumption after
reacting to the frequency deviation signals are shown as the
black line in Fig. 4(b), while the electrolyser consumption
before FCR activation can be found as the dashed blue line.
The hydrogen production and consumption (demand from
cars and buses and injection to the industry and natural gas
network) curves are depicted in Fig. 4(c), while the SOC of
storage tanks can be found in Fig. 4(d).
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Figure 3. Case 1- a) H2 production vs. electricity prices, b) Consumed H2
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Figure 4. Case 2- a) Frequency variation, b) Electrolyser power, c) Produced
H2 vs. consumed H2 in various sectors, d) State of charge of storage units.

The electrolyser produces higher volumes of hydrogen, and
part of the extra amount is stored in the tanks when the
electricity tariff is low, or the benefit of FCR to increase
the consumption is higher than the costs of electricity. This,
in turn, allows the electrolyser to consume less when the
electricity tariff increases or the benefit of FCR to decrease the
power demand is higher than the revenue of selling hydrogen
to different sectors. In these instances, the mobility sector is
partly supplied by the stored hydrogen in the tanks. As it was
illustrated in (2a), baseline electricity demand is limited at
both ends while providing FCR. It would require purchasing
non-zero electrical energy, which increases the costs that might
exceed the possible remuneration of FCR. Hence, the operator
cannot use the best arbitrage trading strategy.

The optimal electrolyser operation considering cross-
commodity arbitrage trading and providing aFRR-Down,
aFRR-Up, and mFRR-Up are investigated in Cases 3-5. The
TSO signals, electricity price values, electrolyser scheduling,
and hydrogen flow are represented in Figs. 5(a)- 7(d). The
electrolyser electricity consumption after reacting to the TSO
signals are shown as the black line in subfigures (b) of Figs. 5-
7, while the electrolyser consumption before activating grid
services can be found as the dashed blue line. The hydrogen
production and consumption curves are depicted in subfigures
(c) of Figs. 5- 7, while the SOC of storage tanks can be found
in subfigures (d).

In Case 3, the electrolyser produces higher volumes of
hydrogen and part of the extra amount is stored in the storage
tanks when the electricity tariff is low, and/or the aFRR-
Down signal is issued, and the electrolyser has to increase
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its consumption. This, in turn, allows the electrolyser to
consume less when the electricity tariff increases. However,
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Figure 5. Case 3- a) aFRR-D TSO signals, b) Electrolyser power, c) Produced
H2 vs. consumed H2 in various sectors, d) State of charge of storage units.
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Figure 6. Case 4- a) aFRR-U TSO signals, b) Electrolyser power, c) Produced
H2 vs. consumed H2 in various sectors, d) State of charge of storage units.

it is noteworthy that the benefit of aFRR-Down might not
be high enough to cover the costs when the electricity prices
are high. This indicates that due to the flexibility provision,
arbitrage trading is not optimally possible in some instances.

In Case 4, on the other hand, when the aFRR-Up signal is
issued, the electrolyser operator has to decrease its consump-
tion. When the TSO signal is not issued or has a small value,
the electrolyser works at a base load of around 2 MW because
of the capacity reserve requirement of the service. In that case,
the benefit of aFRR-Up might not be high enough to cover the
costs when the electricity prices are high. This means, similar
to the aFRR-Down, flexibility provision might decrease the
optimal arbitrage trading benefits at some time slots.

Fig. 7 depicts the scheduling curves in Case 5. The situation
is more or less the same as Case 4 with a difference that
mFRR-Up is activated less frequently with lower signal values
than the ones for aFRR-Up. So, the electrolyser works at
a baseline load at most of the hours and the activation
remuneration for this service could be less than other services,
which might not be high enough to cover the electricity costs
originated from working at a baseload around 2 MW at hours
with high electricity prices.

Subfigures (c) and (d) in Figs. 5- 7 tell the same story as it
was already shown for Cases 1 and 2. In case of having surplus
hydrogen production at hours with low electricity prices or
when the electrolyser has to increase the electricity demand
to provide grid services, the storage tanks, industrial loads and
the gas grid are prioritised to be supplied. On the contrary, in
case of a higher hydrogen demand than the production due to
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Figure 7. Case 5- a) mFRR-U TSO signals, b) Electrolyser power, c) Produced
H2 vs. consumed H2 in various sectors, d) State of charge of storage units.
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high electricity price or when the electrolyser should reduce
the hydrogen production to provide grid services, the storage
partially supplies the dispensers with the hydrogen that was
previously stored. While the level of the stored hydrogen at
each hour and for various cases is different mainly due to
different demand and setpoints for the electrolyser, the stored
hydrogen level in all cases follows a similar trend primarily
due to a similar pattern for the hydrogen demand, electricity
price and hydrogen flow in the HRS.

C. Economic Evaluation

The obtained monthly revenue provided by the electrolyser
under the grid service provision is depicted in Fig. 8. The
monthly revenue for the reserved capacity and the activated
energy is revealed as the blue and green bars, while the
weighted average remuneration price for the reserved capacity
α and activated energy β can be found as the black and
blue dashed lines. As said earlier, while the HRS, as an FCR
provider benefits only from capacity revenue, extra revenues
from activated energy can be obtained by providing other
services. It is noteworthy to mention that aFRR-Down, aFRR-
Up and mFRR-Up were activated 7953, 8061 and 329 times
during the year, respectively. Thus, higher prices for the
activation of aFRR-Up along with more frequent and larger
activation signals will bring the most revenue for the HRS as
an aFRR provider.

The monthly injected hydrogen to the industry as an addi-
tional source of revenue and the obtained profits provided by
the electrolyser in different cases against the monthly average
electricity prices are depicted in Fig. 9(a) and (b), respectively.
The least injection to the industry is obtained in September and
December due to the influence of the higher electricity prices
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Figure 9. a) Monthly total profits in different FAS vs. monthly average
electricity prices, b) Monthly injection to the industry.

on the plant performance. The lowest electricity prices let the
maximum injection into the industrial pipeline in April and
May. Accordingly, the total profits follow the same trend as the
costs of bought electricity has a high share in total costs. While
the monthly added profits in Cases 2-5 compared to Case 1 are
variable from the minimum of e-7,463 in September (FCR) to
the maximum of e44,098 in January (mFRR-Up), the average
added profits comes to e11,433. The negative value for the
added profit of FCR in September shows that FCR provision
is not profitable in all months.

After all, the revenues obtained against the investment and
electricity costs under the proposed algorithm are reported in
Table III. Investment, operation and replacement costs (IC)
account for 35-43% of the total annual costs, while costs
linked to electricity (EC) are considerably high, varying from
57% of total annualised costs in Case 3 to 65% in Case 5.
A 24, 13, 11, and 11% increase in the total costs is observed
when participating in the FCR, aFRR-Down, aFRR-Up, and
mFRR-Up, respectively. This can be explained by the increase
in EC and IC due to different ratings for the electrolyser and

Table III
ANNUAL COSTS, REVENUES AND PROFITS FOR DIFFERENT CASES (e)

No FAS FCR aFRRDown aFRRUp mFRRUp

IC 467,258 597,766 591,231 501,807 472,668
EC 745,866 910,284 785,588 846,933 877,438
FASR 0 163,563 199,138 358,057 177,556
IR 391,247 473,842 452,451 456,601 446,831
GR 0 77,724 0 29,370 49,872
AP 547,478 576,434 644,125 864,643 693,508
ρbea (e/kg) 4.56 4.40 4.03 2.80 3.75
ρbeb (e/kg) 4.33 4.19 3.80 2.66 3.57
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the requirement of regulation services.
Revenue from the mobility sector was calculated

e1,369,355, out of which e974,017 obtained by selling
hydrogen to cars and e395,338 by selling hydrogen to buses.
The contribution to the total revenue from participation in
FAS (FASR) is important (ranging from 8% in Case 2 to
16% in Case 4), while the contribution from the industry (IR)
ranges from 21% in Case 4 to 23% in Case 2. Contribution
from injection into the natural gas network (GR) can go up
to 4% in Case 2. It is also noteworthy that the annual profits
(AP) can be increased from 5% in Case 2 to 58% in Case 4
compared to Case 1. As mentioned in the Sizing Section, it is
even possible to provide aFRR-Up without changing the size
of the electrolyser obtained in Case 1. However, it causes a
slight decrease in the total profits to e831,471.

The hydrogen break-even price, i.e., the price at which the
total profits come to zero, is used as an economic metric
to show at which hydrogen selling prices, investment in
the HRS will be feasible. The last two rows of Table III
illustrate the hydrogen break-even price for selling hydrogen
to buses ρbeb and passenger cars ρbea . The combined effect
of participation in FAS markets, and selling extra produced
hydrogen to the industry and gas sectors will make the HRS
more economically effective with lower hydrogen break-even
prices. The effect in Case 4 is pretty significant compared to
Cases 3 and 5. Thus, the higher difference between the break-
even price and a predefined selling price at the station gives
extra revenues and increases the expected profits.

D. Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis has been conducted to show the effect
of hydrogen selling price variation in different sectors on
the ratings of the system and the HRS profitability of the
investment. This helps investors to decide whether to invest
in an HRS or not based on their predictions of the hydrogen
price in different sectors. Variation of the hydrogen selling
price in the mobility sector affects only and proportionally
the obtained revenues from the mobility sector. Such variation
does not have a notable effect on the ratings of the electrolyser
and compressors 1 and 2 as they will be sized according to
the mobility demand.

The results of Table IV, related to Case 5, illustrate that
a 20% increase of hydrogen selling price to the industry
ρi would significantly affect the size of the electrolyser and
compressor 3 to produce more hydrogen for injection to

Table IV
SENSITIVITY TO THE VARIATION OF ρi & ρg

ρi 0.6X 0.8X 1.0X 1.2X 1.4X
E (MW) 4.5 4.5 4.5 22.5 33
C3 (kg) 25 55 65 335 500
AP (e) 583,875 621,124 693,508 1,317,940 2,609,351
ρg 0.6X 0.8X 1.0X 1.2X 1.4X
E (MW) 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 30
C4 (kg) 0 0 10 60 470
AP (e) 692,233 692,233 693,508 718,415 1,018,569

Table V
TOTAL ANNUAL PROFITS CONSIDERING VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF

REVENUE SOURCES (e)

No FAS FCR aFRRDown aFRRUp mFRRUp

MR 444,479 200,297 514,687 730,170 477,779
MR+IR 547,478 533,471 644,125 870,989 692,233
MR+GR 459,640 404,637 540,121 776,540 577,504
MR+GR+IR 547,478 576,434 644,125 864,643 693,508

the industry at the almost double amount of profits. This
significant increase occurs for the size of the electrolyser and
compressor 4 when the price of selling hydrogen to the gas
sector ρg increases 40%. As the conducted sensitivity analysis
for other cases showed the same trend, without the loss of
generality, only the results related to mFRR-Up are reported
here.

Moreover, a set of simulations were conducted to high-
light the trade-off to select between different combinations
of revenue sources, including mobility (MR), industry (IR)
and natural gas (GR). The obtained results given in Table V
confirm how the combination of different revenue sources
along with the provision of ancillary services could improve
the business case of the HRS. Comparing the values on the
second and third rows illustrates significant potential from
selling hydrogen to the industry, while for the gas sector the
potential is marginal in some cases.

IV. CONCLUSION

This article presented a novel methodology to evaluate the
techno-economic feasibility of an HRS intended to provide
grid services in different modes of operation. The model
optimised the size of all subcomponents and defined the op-
timal operation plans considering an overall arbitrage trading
of electricity, industry, gas, mobility and ancillary service
markets. It was observed that the electrolyser is mainly sized
according to the maximum hydrogen demand from the mobil-
ity sector and the amount of contracted capacity for providing
ancillary services. Moreover, the results of the sensitivity
analysis showed how decisively the variation of hydrogen
prices in gas and industrial sectors could affect the size of
the electrolyser and related compressors.

According to the obtained results, increasing the size of the
electrolyser only for FCR provision is marginally profitable
with the hypotheses adopted in this research. Provision of
aFRR-Down, like FCR, increased the investment costs due
to the large size of the electrolyser. The results in Cases 4
and 5 showed that an increase in capacity payment revenue
and additional revenue for energy activation could compensate
for the higher investment costs. Prioritising mFRR-Up over
arbitrage trading also results in even higher revenues, but lower
compared to the aFRR-Up product. This also leads to the
conclusion that the production of hydrogen in this concept
is not only dependent on the price of electricity but also
the remuneration price of frequency ancillary services and
their activation signals. A comparative analysis of the cost
and revenue streams showed that the total annual profit could
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be increased significantly in the aFRR-Up program compared
to Case 1. Thus, the HRS operator has to prioritise aFRR-
Up provision over other grid services to increase investment
profitability. In conclusion, the stacked benefit from the ancil-
lary service markets and the hydrogen sale to different sectors
enhances the economic viability of the plant and lowers the
hydrogen break-even price. Therefore, the proposed model
presents new opportunities for the proliferation of HRSs,
thereby further inspiring the investment in such plants.

It is noteworthy that while the test system and input data
are provided by manufacturers, industrial partners and mar-
ket operators in Central Europe, the optimisation model is
scalable and general enough to consider various types of grid
services with different remuneration coefficients and activa-
tion signals. With some slight modifications, it can be used
for small- and large-scale power-to-hydrogen plants located
around the world.

Parameters like response time of the electrolyser and the
delay of TSO signals might impact the provision of grid ser-
vices in a smaller time frame and could be the topic of future
studies. The possibility of considering the optimal provision
of all FAS simultaneously is another topic worth investigating.
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